Newletter Oye LENA
Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru
January-February- March
Dear loyal readers and new readers,
The green boxes are regular sections that contain invariant general information. Below these boxes, you can find new
information and pictures.

AT THE PROJECT
How we work
A day at Oye LENA starts with a short meeting with all the volunteers. In the morning we work one-on-one with the
children with disabilities. Every child with a disability follows his individual schedule, adapted to his or her needs. In the
afternoon we pick up the toddlers and other children with a disability. When they arrive at Oye LENA they receive a hot
meal. With development goals we set up ourselves, we try to stimulate the children through various activities. Every day
the children follow a class and after that they can choose out of different learning centres where they want to play. We
also organize a lot of special activities. You can read more about this in what follows!

Special events
New Schoolyear, new toddlers!
In February we had the chance to welcome a bunch of new toddlers: Jose Manuel (brother of Romina and Elisban),
Olivia (sister of Aaron and Naymar), Jimima (sister of Josue and Deborah), Caleb (Brother of Josue) and last but not least
Khrizley (niece of Maria). Next to that came Miguel (brother of Tikva, Sarahi and Belen) and Markus (toddler with ASD)
who were already here at Oye LENA since December.

Immersion journey Saint-Jozef Institute Kontich
Three teachers and nine students of the Saint-Jozef Institute from Kontich came to Peru on the 19th of February for an
immersion journey at Oye LENA. It was the first time that we had the chance to welcome such young students on their
journey, but it instantly was a great success. The group was well prepared and that way they were able to realize a lot of
fun activities. They came along for swimming, helped redecorate a classroom, gave a superhero-show at our ‘fiesta de
promoción’ (more about this later), organized a special day for the children and played games with the children of the
orphanage. Everybody enjoyed their visit! Of course, there was also time to visit the country and so they left to go see
Choquequirao and they paid a visit to Cusco, among other things. Thank you so much for everything!

A lot of these students had some space left in their luggage, so
they brought some things with them for the project. Maria for
instance brought some materials as a gift from “Kleuterkracht”
(Make sure to check out their Dutch Facebook page!) and cards
from the “happykidsmassage”. Luna really wanted to bring her
doll as a gift, so now our doll Lola has a little sister! Thanks
everybody!

Fiesta de promoción – Graduation party!
On Friday the 21th of February was our ‘Fiesta de promoción’. This is our annual graduation party for the toddlers that
will go to first grade and so this is the highlight of the year! This year Roy, Brith, Cesia, Jhordi, Sarahi, Aaron, Rodrigo,
Alondra and Neri graduated. We did a show about superheroes that joined the bad side and needed help from the
children to become good again. This way the agility, insight and teamwork of our kids was tested. After that came the
most important part: The ceremony were the children received their diploma and a backpack filled with all kinds of
goods. Afterwards it was time for dancing and enjoying delicious appetizers.

Amy Hoch gave, just like the last 3 years, every toddler a backpack as a gift. Afterwards she brought even more materials
with her for the project. Thank you so much Amy! We always look forward to your annual visit!

Project closed because of lockdown to prevent the spread of the Coronavirus.
Unfortunately, the corona crisis isn’t a subject we can forget. It has a big impact on businesses and organisations. Oye
LENA is also feeling the consequences. We had to close the project and can only open our doors when the lockdown is
over and the situation is under control again. To this day we don’t know when this will be.
Food packages
The closing of schools is especially hard for children in Peru. For them this means that they no longer can count on their
school meals and for a lot of families that live in poverty this is a true catastrophe. This is also the case for the children
that come to Oye LENA.
But thanks to you we were able to provide all 84 children with two food packages. These packages were adjusted to the
number of children in one family and to make sure that there was enough variety we are working with a schedule until
the end of May.

Next to handing out food we also provide other important basic necessities, like
diapers, soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes and washing products. We always try to add
something fun for the children. This is not easy because the shops with writing
materials and toys are closed. But luckily for us sometimes a shop secretly opens, and
we also still have a lot laying around at the project. This way the children got colored
pencils, picture to color, plasticine and the bigger kids also got work papers so that
they can keep themselves occupied with something fun during this lockdown.
The coming weeks we are going make some things ourselves like the boardgame
‘snakes and ladders’ and we will put together packages with free materials to make
fun things with like paper-mâché with water, flour and newspapers.
So, Sara, Brandon and Christel have a lot of work on their hands!
Volunteers redecorate the project
When the project had to close its doors, the volunteers and students used the opportunity to give the project a makeover. So, they rolled up their sleeves and they did a great job. For instance, they painted the white, orange and green
classrooms and also completely cleaned up and redecorated them. They also emptied out the storage room, cleaned
everything and sorted all the materials together. And that’s not all! Also, the playground equipment got a new coat of
paint and thanks to our handy men the old worn out playhouse, made by the volunteers in 2014, was replaced by a
brand new one.

The sun canopy is here!
For a long time, we saved money for a sun canopy and then there was some delay because of Stefanie her health
complications, but now it is finally here! After the lockdown our children will be able to enjoy the shade on the
playground. Thanks to the towns of Wevelgem, Nijlen, Schilde, the Fifty-One Club Diamont Nijlen, Responsible Travel
Peru, World Mission Help and the Saint-Jozefinstitude in Bokrijk!

Theme-based working
At Oye LENA, we use monthly themes in our work with our special kids, our toddlers, as well as the project and the classes
in the mountain schools. Every month we pick a new theme, which will then become the common theme throughout all
the lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with (Peruvian/Belgian)
objectives. Cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as attitudes. In every theme,
we incorporate methods like ‘Sherborne’ (Development Movement), ‘Snoezelen’ (Controlled Multisensory Environment),
learning centres, Multisensory Storytelling, yoga, writing dance, ...
Our education starts from the children’s living environment consisting of challenges and experiences, calling for
experimenting and exploring. This forms a basis for motivated learning. Through ‘playful learning’ and ‘learning by doing’,
we try to stimulate the development of the children to increase their chances of a better future.
In January we worked around the theme of superheroes. The children were able to make their own superheroes’ cape
and mask, they had to cooperate to rescue our doll Lola and they had to succeed in all kinds of tests to become
superheroes themselves!

In February we worked around an Art theme. The kids had to work with all kinds of materials and they learned to make
art using very fun techniques, such as drum-painting and painting with marbles.

Bristers’ day
The term ‘Bristers’ refers to brothers and sisters of our special children. In the past, we noticed that our special kids were
not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases, we even noticed abuse. In specific, signs of jealousy towards
the presents and care they were given at the project. By organizing this day, we want to include the siblings. The objective
is to offer them psychological support and to pay attention to their feelings as well. We try to reinforce the relations
between the siblings in order to improve the quality of life for both parties this way.
In January we made pancake pies. In February they had to draw their brother/sister as a superhero and think about their
own superpowers. Afterwards everybody played together with the parachute.

Parental participation
Every month, we organize a meeting with the parents of our children.
First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. We also
offer workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their children and their development. We do this over snacks
and drinks, and we show some pictures of the previous month. In addition, we offer workshops to teach parents how they
can stimulate their children and the development of their children every day. There’s also time to talk about education in
general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general.
In January our psychologist Irene talked with the parents about the effect of domestic abuse on children. We were also
introduced by three mothers to their babies and they received a gift.

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora
In May 2016, we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heart-breaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month.
The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get
more stability in their lives and a better future. To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month.
We organize activities, catch up, eat, and drink something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy. We want to offer
the kids a day to look forward to every month. Every month it’s a very nice day that goes by way too fast!
In January we brought all kinds of toys to play with. In February the students and teachers of the Saint-Jozef Institute of
Kontich went to the orphanage to go outside and play games together.

Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc
Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20-minute drive away from the project. One month we do this
with our toddlers and the other month with our students with different abilities. First, we teach the toddlers to enjoy the
water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming.
Children in Curahuasi rarely, or never, go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water for
the first time; however, they overcome their fear rather quickly and really enjoy this day out!

Homework support for the graduated students
Since November, the children that have graduated over the past year from Oye LENA can come every weekday and get
homework guidance from Monday to Thursday. On Friday we organize a nice activity to start the weekend right. The oldest
children are already 10 years old at the moment! They follow their own program, separate from the toddlers, and get
classes adjusted to their own development and level.
During the holiday months the kids who came to the project during the schoolyear, were allowed to come every day.
They thought this was an awesome reward! The kids who came to the project a little less frequently were still allowed,
such as before, to come 3 days a week.

Oye Mundo
Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who come and help on the project. Our volunteers are
our key figures; thanks to them we can achieve our goals every day, for and with the children.
We had a workshop about Sherborne and linked it to a very fun teambuilding. Lucas gave a training about how to
stretch correctly and there were sport
activities every week.

Volunteers come and go
The number of volunteers varies throughout the year, but most of the time we can count on 10 volunteers. Some
volunteers only stay for a few weeks, whilst others stay a whole year. But every visit and all contributions are much
appreciated, and we are very grateful to all our volunteers!
Elleon Vervenne, Ilke Van den Broeck and Eline Maes, three students orthopedadogy from AP Plantijn, did their
internship at Oye LENA from Septembre until January.
The infectious enthusiasm of Elleon brought a lot of joy to Oye LENA, as well to the kids as to the other volunteers. Her
passion combined with her knowledge and big heart for children made her an ideal member of our team! Ilke was
greatly valued for her authenticity, humor and perseverance. Next to that she did an amazing job with the children and
was always there to help. With her kind heart Eline succeeded in stealing the hearts of all the children and the
volunteers. She knows how to handle things and was able to achieve a lot with her honesty and humor!
Irene Bosca is a Spanish psychologist who after her studies came to help at the project for 5 months. An enjoyer of life
who worked lovingly with Diana, Josue, etc. The kids enjoyed your company and compassion a lot. Suze Van Der Ven
interrupted her travel through South-America to come and help at Oye LENA for 4 months. She was the youngest of our
team, but she was by no means inferior to the rest of the team. We got to know her as a perfectionist with critical point
of view and a very big heart for the children.
Unfortunately, the coronavirus messed up the plans of the following volunteers who were going to work on the project
the coming months.
Laïs Masco and Lissa Van Turnhout, two students “nursery education” of the KDG Antwerp, Jana Decoene, a student
orthopedadogy from Ugent and Laura Campos were the first to leave on the 14th of March, right before the lockdown.
The remaining interns Lucas, Antje, Kaat, Ben and Yanelle were strongly advised to return home by their respective
academies and were able to catch a repatriation flight on the 4th of April.
Laïs was the sunshine of our project and will always be reminded for her positivity and her creativity.
Lissa her soft and gentle approach was very much appreciated not only by the children but also the volunteers. With her
calm and straight to the point personality she was the perfect addition to our team. Jana was always full of enthusiasm
and still had a lot up her sleeve. The kids had the opportunity to enjoy her individual coaching and her bottomless enthusiasm and ready-to-go attitude. Laura was only on our project for a very short time, but still she was a valuable
addition to the team. We would have loved to have her smile a little longer with us.

Lucas Van Driessche and Antje Verdonck were two Sport and Movement science students from Howest.
Lucas always knew how to stand his ground with all the female volunteers and also knew how to motivate the children
with his humor. Next to that Antje was a beautiful addition because with her softer and more loving approach she also
knew how to get the kids to move, and together they instilled a lot of knowledge to the volunteers about sports and
health.
Kaat Thys, student orthopedagogy at KDG Antwerp, was our happy twinkle toe and our dancing teacher. With her heart
on her sleeve and her big smile she stole a lot of hearts at Oye LENA. She always knew how to cheer us all up and how to
motivate us.
Ben Van Camp, student idea and innovation management at Erasmus Brussels and Yanelle Van Den Bergh, student
international media and Communication at Thomas More in Mechelen, had to stay in quarantine for two weeks at

arrival... at the very last moment Ben designed and built, together with the volunteers, the new playhouse for the
children.
Yanelle helped with the social media content and elaborated a fundraising for the food packages. Despite the short time
and the difficult situation, they always stayed positive and they did a wonderful job.
And last but not least, we had 4 more volunteers who worked as ‘coordinators’ at the project. Lien Dejaegere, Alicia
Durmin, Tess Metdenancxt and Joris Silverans. They had to make the harsh decision to join the others on their flight
back home. Because this was the only flight there was going to be in the near future.
Lien is physiotherapist, but also a wonderful teacher. You were always welcome with all your questions and you could
always count on her for anything. There was nothing she couldn’t do. Alicia welcomed the children everyday with loving
arms and warm personality. She is an amazing teacher, and that in combination with her joy and her spark of quirkiness,
it made her the perfect class coordinator and ideal volunteer.
With his positive attitude and a touch of whimsiness, Joris knew as no one else how to motivate the children for English
classes. Next to that he was a great companion for Lucho and Diana. We’re sure that they enjoyed your company a lot.
Tess was motivated from the start to go heads in into the project and with her soft hands and warm attitude she stole
the heart of many children. She did her job as psychologist and volunteer coordinator with a lot of dedication.
Thanks everybody for your fantastic contribution here at Oye LENA!

Short messages
Volunteers Yanelle Van Den Berghe, Kaat Thys, Antje verdonck and Lucas Van Driessche brought some things with them
for the project. Arnaud Coninx, friend of the volunteer Louise Vanderhaegen brought an iPad pen with him for Jean Pier.
We hope that thanks to this pen he will be able to use the iPad more easily. We will keep you posted!
Thanks!

Gifts from the godfathers and godmothers
Anderson with a gift from Lien Hofmans, Dylan with a gift from Anouk Bakkers, Jerson with a gift from Shana
Berrevoets, Jhordi with a gift from Hannah Bauer, Jose Abel with a gift from Lutgart Houben, Luana with a gift from Lize
Wouters, Lucho with a gift from the Bernaers family, Marely with a gift from Kristin Hermans and Wim Hubert, Sheila
with one from Joni Bernaers, Janeth from Natalie Lammens, Betzabe from Ester Fonteyne and Klaas Vermeersch, Brith
from Hilde Plaetinck, Clariza from Vanessa Burms and Nore, Elisa from Liese Vertommen and Gabriel from Shae
Costella. THANK YOU EVERY ONE!

Lucho from Brigitte Van Hove, Jhoel from Corentine Marquet, Manuel from Brenda Elbrink, Mayumi from Anna-Thalia
De Meyer, Naymar from Cynthia Sneyers, Naymar from Wolfgang Bauer, Reyson from Nicole and Leo Neeckx, Rodrigo
from Fleur Wetzels, Roywil from Fien De Groef, Roywil from Hilde Van den Bosch, Sarahi from Paulien Robberecht,
Janeth from Ine Gorissen and Zharit from Erika Godts.
THANKS EVERYBODY!

Happy Birthday!
We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalised crown, a song and a present. Some godparents send a gift
for their godchild or some extra money so we can buy them a present. Other children receive a present from us. Happy
birthday!
In January we celebrated the birthdays of Betzabe (with a gift from Ester Fonteyne and Klaas Vermeersch), Jhon Eusebio
(with a gift from van Betty Lee), Luana (with a gift from Lize Wouters and Gielke Rosiers), Neri (with a gift from Elisa Silje
Mascioli), Selena (with a gift from Peter en Greet Van Rompaey- Tonnaer), Sheila (with a gift from Lucienne and Robert
Raeymaekers- Timmermans; and from Joni Bernaers), Karen (with a gift from Ulrike and Stamatios Dourakas ). In the
newsletter from December we forgot to add the picture of Tikva (with a gift from Kristin Hermans and Wim Hubert).

In February we celebrated the birthdays of van Lucho (with a gift from Brigitte Van Hove), Marely (with a gift from Lisa
Vermeulen), Alondra (with a gift from us), Anderson (with a gift from Eveline Schelkens; and Lien Hofmans), Markus
(with a gift from us) and Elias (with a gift from Eline Claessens ; and Raf and Helga Van den Brande).

In March it was the birthday of Ruth Betsy (with a gift from Lore Moermans) and Elisban (with a gift from Lieselot
Bronselaer).

THANKS EVERYBODY!

IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT
Birth card of Lot Mahieu!
In 2017 we first met Annelies and Joris Mahieu. When their first daughter Flo was born,
they asked on the birth card for their friends and relatives to donate a small contribution to
Oye LENA and this way they collected €295.
Well, with the birth of their second daughter Lot, they did this again! We were already
really happy to hear this news, but even happier when we saw that they donated a total of
€445.
Congratulations to these wonderful parents and thank you so much to think of us again!
Small coins for Oye LENA
As you know, the use of small coins is coming to an end and are going out of circulation.
This measure came due to the inefficiency and that the actual costs of making and
transporting of these coins is higher than the value of the coin itself. Belgians usually
keep such coins in jars and Laura Christiaens gladly made use if this. She asked family and
friends to collect their small coins and bring them to her as a donation to Oye LENA. She
said she would double the amount received. Everybody gladly helped and this way they
came to the amount of €120. Thank you, Lara and company!
Workshops in The Rainbow in Grimbergen in favor of Oye LENA
On the 6th of March our project coordinator Stefanie went to the elementary school The Rainbow in Grimbergen to work
with the children of the first grade. On that moment the kids were working around the theme ‘me and the others’, so
this workshop fitted right in. Stefanie started the day with letting the kids smell real Llama wool, tasting coca tea and
with a PowerPoint about a Peruvian girl named Flo. After that they had the choose between different activities: Caretaking-dolls made out of wool and cardboard, a Llama made out of wool, making rice pudding, reading in little books
about Peru and playing with all kinds of Peruvian toys. It was wonderful day and everyone had so much fun!
For every student the school payed €5 from there ‘activity budget’, and this way Oye LENA had €330 to use for the
project. Thank you very much!!
P.S.: One student even wanted to go get his piggy bank, but that maybe was a bridge too far

Donations
Sandrina Wille from Pharmacy Wille in Strombeek-Bever supports Oye LENA with €250! Thank you very much!
http://www.apotheekwille.be/

Lionsclub Capitol of Brussels sponsored Oye LENA for €250. Thanks!
Worldwide the Lions is the biggest NGO with more than 1.200.00 members in more or less all the countries in the world.
Lions Club in capitol Brussels is a non-profit organization and is part of the District 112C (Brussels, Walloon Brabant and a
part of Flemish Brabant). Every year they choose one or more social works that focus on the underprivileged in Brussels.
The funds that they raise for this come from all kinds of activities, like concerts, grape promotions, annual champagne
salen entc.

De Greef-Van Boxem: €50, Smagge David: €424, Pieter Steppe: €40
The donation for the food packages will be mentioned later!

Support Oye LENA for free? How is that possible?
Oye LENA cooperates with TROOPER
Trooper is an organization from Grimbergen that connect all kinds of
associations and web shops. Associations can make their registers grow
by making their members or followers shop online. By using the Trooper
page of the associations to go shop online, the shop knows which
association you want to support. For every sale of a €100, the shop gives
+/- €5 to this association and you only have to pay the normal price, not
one euro more.
You can buy a lot of things via Trooper:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A bunch of electronics and much more in one of the 323
webshops (Coolblue)
The most fantastic toys (Fun / Bart Smit / Maxitoys)
A nice weekend out (Booking.com, Cheaptickets, or
Sunweb)
Nice clothes (JBC, Torfs, De Bijenkorf, Etam, E5 Mode…)
A nice parfume / Beautiful make-up (ICI Paris XL, OnlineApotheek)
Giftes (L’Occitane, Proxis, Mamzel)
And much more…

Mamita Made Materials: a knitting project for and by our mothers
Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The intention of this side project is to help the mothers
of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.
Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how exactly
to help these moms. In the past, we proposed that they knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc., but surprisingly
nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the necessary wool. So...
we decided to provide the necessary materials (wool, knitting needles, crochet hooks…) ourselves.
The mothers can choose themselves if they want to knit something, or they make something at the request of our
sponsors. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item, they obtain a fair fee.
Part of the profit goes to the mothers, while the other part is used to purchase new materials.
Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euro, so we
could purchase the wool, the crochet hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.

NEW GODMOTHERS AND GODFATHERS
The new Godparents are: Volunteer Fien De Groef became godmother of Roywill, volunteer Jonas Vondenhoff became
godfather of Jean Pier, volunteer Georgina Golding became godmother of Jhendy, Nele Debats of the project, Nina
Vanderheyden became godmother of Eliazar.

BECOME A GODPARENT
OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
For just a few eurocents a day you can offer a whole new future to a child!
Children start at Oye LENA at the age of 3. They follow 3 or 4 years of kindergarten and as soon as they go to primary
school, they can come every afternoon for homework guidance. This means you can follow your godchild for many years!
We are more flexible for the children with a disability: they can start whenever the parents want, and we search for
possibilities on the project. Children can have two godparents. This is always someone they don’t know (a sponsor that
hasn’t been at the project yet) and someone they’re familiar with (volunteers who, after they’re done volunteering, decide
to become a godparent). Sometimes it happens that a child doesn’t come to the project anymore, for example when they
move. In this case we will let you know and if you want, we will appoint you another child.
How will we stay in touch?
- First you will receive a picture via e‐mail
- On your godchild’s birthday you will receive a file with pictures and new information.
- On Christmas you’ll receive a Christmas card made by your godchild.
- In June you’ll receive a card made by your godchild.
- You will be tagged on pictures of your child on Facebook (only possible if you follow our Facebook page).
- You’re very welcome to send an e-mail from time to time to check up on your godchild.
- In case of older children that can read and write you can also send a letter or e-mail to your godchild. We can translate
these for you. Keep in mind though that it might take some time to get mail from Belgium to Peru. To avoid this delay, it
is possible to do all correspondence via e-mail. In this case we will make sure that letters get printed and handed over to
your godchild. You can send e-mails to oyelena.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is: ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps), Molle Molle S/N, Curahuasi, Abancay, Apurimac, Perú. Of
course, you are always welcome to visit the project and your godchild. Make sure to inform us in time!

How do we spend your money?
A minimum amount of 10 Euro per month guarantees the daily functioning of the project. Hence, your money is not
specifically spent on your own godchild but is used for ALL children at the project. How do we use this money?
- To buy food and beverages. Every day the children get fruit, a snack and lunch.
- To pay for medical expenses (doctor, dentist) so the children get a decent treatment and free medication.
- To buy toys and educational material.
- To celebrate festivities (Christmas, Mother’s Day, Halloween) when we spoil the children, their parents and brothers
and/or sisters with goodies and presents!
- We buy a gift for your godchild’s birthday.
- To pay our employees.
You can choose to stop being a godparent at any time. You just have to send an e-mail and stop your standing order.

GIFTS
Oye LENA can only exist because of generous sponsors like you!
Businesses and organisations that wish to support us, can provide us their logos and they will come on our website and
Facebook page. They will be mentioned in the next newsletter.

ACCOUNT NUMBER OF OYE LENA
To limit the costs of transactions, Oye LENA has a Belgian account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB.

TAX CERTIFICATE? Yes, that’s possible!
Deposit your gift on the account of “Leraars Zonder Grenzen” (at least 40 euro per year) and mention Oye LENA. This is
very important, because without it the project doesn’t receive anything!
IBAN BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem, with the message: “Donation to LzG, ONG Oye LENA”

